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Abstract—Multi-hop wireless networks employing random ac-
cess protocols have been shown to incur large discrepanciesin
the throughputs achieved by the flows sharing the network.
Indeed, flow throughputs can span orders of magnitude from
near starvation to many times greater than the mean. In this
paper, we address the foundations of this disparity. We showthat
the fundamental cause is not merely differences in the number
of contending neighbors, but a generic coordination problem
of CSMA-based random access in a multi-hop environment.
We develop a new analytical model that incorporates this lack
of coordination, identifies dominating and starving flows and
accurately predicts per-flow throughput in a large-scale network.
We then propose metrics that quantify throughput imbalances
due to the MAC protocol operation. Our model and metrics
provide a deeper understanding of the behavior of CSMA
protocols in arbitrary topologies and can aid the design of
effective protocol solutions to the starvation problem.

Index Terms—Wireless Networks, CSMA, CSMA/CA, Fair-
ness.

I. I NTRODUCTION

I N a multihop wireless network in which not all nodes are
within radio range of each other, Carrier Sense Multiple

Access protocols (CSMA) employing any variant of hand
shaking (pure CSMA, MACA, MACAW, IEEE 802.11 with
two- or four-way handshake, etc.) are known to yield severe
unfairness and even complete flowstarvation. Predicting such
behavior using an analytical model is of crucial importancein
the development of appropriate counter-measures as well asin
wireless system design.

In this paper we develop a novel analytical model that is
able to compute the individual throughputs of all flows in an
arbitrary network topology. Existing techniques for arbitrary
topologies either do not capture the behavior of sophisticated
access protocols such as IEEE 802.11 [5], [10], [25], [28] or
do not take into account the lack of coordination inherent in
the asymmetry of the multi-hop setting [7], [9].

The key to predict the throughput of each transmitting node
is to correctly derive the fraction of time sensed busy by the
node and the probability of a successful transmission attempt.
In contrast to previous work, we accurately analyze and
compute these quantities for any node in an arbitrary topology.
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To do so, we use a decoupling technique to describe the
behavior of each node based on its private view of the channel
state. In addition to the backlogged source analysis commonto
the 802.11 modeling literature [3], [6], [7], our model allows
computation of flow throughputs for any set of input rates in
the network. This is an important characteristic of our analysis
as it also enables using the model in applications related to
admission control and analysis of rate-control mechanisms.

Starvation manifests as a throughput distribution in whicha
few dominating flows receive very high throughput and many
starving flows receive very low (sometimes zero) throughput.
Flow starvation is naturally captured by our model as extended
periods of carrier sensing or high packet loss probability or
both. We show that such effects are not due to a particular
CSMA protocol such as IEEE 802.11 but rather have their
foundations in a generic coordination problem of CSMA
random access when applied to multi-hop wireless networks,
and in the use of carrier sense itself.

To evaluate any solution to the starvation problem we must
be able to quantify the effect of the MAC-related starvation
problem on the throughput distribution. As different solutions
can produce radically different per-flow throughput distribu-
tions, we show that traditional metrics such as aggregate utility
are not sufficient to quantify starvation. Instead, we utilize
Lorenz curves and the Gini index, used in the economics
literature to quantify a society’s distribution of wealth to indi-
viduals, to evaluate the network’s distribution of throughput to
flows. These metrics, as well as new metrics including flow-
preference graphs, a “poverty index,” and a “disproportionality
index” accurately capture throughput inequalities causedby
a specific protocol solution; they also distinguish starvation
effects due to lack of coordination from inherent throughput
imbalances due to differences in the number of contending
neighbors.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In
Section II we review the state of the art of modeling CSMA
random access protocols. Section III presents the analytical
model and pinpoints the fundamental sources of starvation.In
Section IV we compare the predictions of our model tons
simulations and evaluate the contribution of various factors
to throughput prediction. Section V introduces the starvation
metrics. In Section VI we present an application example of
our model and metrics to the study of a simple rate-limiting
policy to combat starvation. We conclude in Section VII.
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II. RELATED WORK

Analytical modeling of random access protocols insingle-
hop wireless networks originates in models for Aloha [1]
and CSMA [18]. More recently, models for 802.11 have
been proposed that characterize the throughput achieved by
saturated sources [3], [6]. Analysis of single-hop networks is
greatly simplified by the fact that all contenders within the
single contention region have a common view of the channel
and can coordinate their transmissions. Unfortunately, this is
not the case for the multi-hop topologies considered here.

Models for multi-hop wireless networks come in varying
degrees of analytical detail and topology assumptions. Detailed
analyses exist for restricted topology configurations. Capacity
and delay for both Slotted Aloha and CSMA for a two-hop
wireless access network have been studied in [13] and [26],
respectively. For 802.11, [8] contains a detailed Markov chain
throughput analysis for the scenario in Fig. 3. In [21], a
queuing-theoretic analysis of the scenario in Fig. 2 is devel-
oped and extended to a chain topology of single-hop flows.
However, these techniques exploit the specialized topology
structure and do not predict per-flow throughput in a general
topology.

Existing models of CSMA protocols for arbitrary topologies
can be classified intransmission setapproaches andnode-
based approaches. The transmission set approach was first
proposed in [5] to check if a given set of input rates is
feasible, assuming Poisson packet arrivals on the links. The
system behavior is described by a continuous time Markov
chain where each state is a set of nodes that can transmit
simultaneously (an independent set in the communication
graph). The analysis leads to a product form solution and an
iterative method determines if the achieved throughputs match
the input rates. Extensions to the model of [5] include using
links instead of nodes as transmitting entities [25], [28] and
CDMA signaling [10]. While the model of [5] accounts for
carrier sense mechanisms, it does not capture the behavior
of sophisticated random access protocols such as 802.11. In
particular, it neither models packet losses due to the MAC
protocol operation nor the Binary Exponential Backoff (BEB)
mechanism. Another drawback is that it requires computation
of all independent sets in the network, an NP-complete prob-
lem.

In the node-based approach, each flow is viewed in iso-
lation; the conditional packet loss probability of a flow is a
function of the product of the transmission probabilities of
interfering flows in the immediate neighborhood. Based on
this approach, [9] presents a model for 802.11 without BEB
that takes into account capture effects and hidden terminals.
Reference [7] proposes an enhanced model for computing
throughputs of saturated link flows taking into account the
802.11 intricacies, RTS/CTS and virtual carrier sense; it also
incorporates channel errors for each link. Since no computa-
tion of independent sets is involved, the node-based approach
is computationally efficient. Unfortunately, this approach does
not take into account the coordination problems due to carrier
sensing and topology asymmetries. In section IV we will
show that such problems play a dominant role in the resulting

throughput distribution.

III. A NALYTICAL MODEL

In this section we develop a new analytical framework to
study the behavior of CSMA/CA random access protocols in
ad hoc networks with arbitrary topology. While we focus on
the 802.11 protocol family, our analysis is general enough
to study different variations of CSMA/CA. Our objective is
to predict the throughput of individual nodes in an arbitrary
topology. We consider the case in which all traffic produced
or relayed by a node is directed to a single neighboring node.
This is the necessary first step before analyzing more complex
traffic patterns.

To understand the role of the MAC protocol, we purposely
neglect physical layer issues that would complicate the analy-
sis without eliminating the critical MAC issues. Therefore,
we consider a simplified physical layer model as follows.
(i) The transmission rangeRT of each node is fixed, and
all nodes transmit at the same power. Only nodes within
radius RT of the sending node are capable of successfully
decoding its packets. (ii) Thesensing rangeRS of each node
is fixed. Only nodes within radiusRS of a transmitting node
receive enough power to trigger carrier sense and detect a busy
channel. (iii) There are no power capture effects: a packet is
not received correctly at a node if it overlaps with at least one
other packet transmitted by a node within distanceRS . (iv)
The communication channel is error-free : a received packet
is always decoded correctly in absence of collision. While
it is possible to incorporate a more realistic physical layer
in our model, in Section IV we will show simulation results
indicating that this would not affect the core starvation issue
due to MAC interactions that we study here.

The remainder of the section is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion III-A we describe the behavior of an individual node em-
ploying the CSMA/CA protocol and derive the basic variables
needed to predict its throughput, under the assumption that
the node is backlogged. The computation of these variables
is described in two sections: in Section III-B we study how
a node senses the activity of other nodes in its neighborhood;
in Section III-C we describe how to compute the collision
probability of a node. The extension of the model to analyze
the case of non-backlogged sources is presented in Section
III-D. In Section III-E we explain how to solve for the entire
system, i.e. how to compute the throughputs of all sources in
the network, considering their mutual interaction. Finally, we
present numerical results and simulations in Section IV.

A. General model of an individual node

Our modeling framework contrasts with existing techniques
(e.g., [3]) because we account for the fact that in an arbitrary
topology the perceived channel state is different from node
to node. We now summarize a general decoupling technique
introduced in [22] that allows us to study the behavior of an
individual node based on its private view of the channel.

The channel state as seen by a single source.The behavior
of a node employing a CSMA protocol is dictated by the
occupation of the ‘air’ around it (the channel). The evolution
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of its private view of the channel state can be abstractly
represented by a temporal diagram such as the one exemplified
in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. The channel view of a node and the discrete time renewal process
embedded in it.

We identify4 different states :(i) idle channel;(ii) channel
occupied by a successful transmission of the node;(iii) channel
occupied by a collision of the node;(iv) busy channel due to
activity of other nodes, detected by means of either physical
or virtual carrier sensing (the NAV). The time intervals during
which the node remains in each of the four states above are
denoted byσ, Ts, Tc, and Tb, respectively. In Fig. 1, the
arrows placed below the temporal axis point the time instants
of a possible state change. Whileσ is constant, equal to
the backoff slot, the duration of the other intervals can be
variable (with general distribution), depending on the access
mechanism (basic access or RTS/CTS), the frame size, and
the sending rate of the transmitting node(s).

Analysis of the behavior of a single source.To analyze the
behavior of the node, we make the fundamental assumption
that the channel evolution can be described by a renewal
process: at each switching time the next state does not depend
on the current state. LetΠσ, Πs, Πc, Πb be, respectively, the
occurrence probabilities of the four states described above. Let
τ be the probability that the node sends out a packet after an
idle slot, under the assumption that it is always backlogged(we
remove this assumption later). Letp be the probability that a
transmission of the node is not successful. The probabilityp
is usually referred to as theconditionalpacket loss probability
[3]. We also introduceb, the probability that the channel
becomes busy after an idle slot due to activity of other nodes
(assuming that the node does not start transmitting). Using
these probabilities, we can specify the occurrence probability
of each of the four channel states at the switching instants:
Πσ = (1 − τ) (1 − b), Πs = τ (1 − p), Πc = τ p, and
Πb = (1 − τ) b.

Computation of the throughput. Using standard renewal
theory, the throughput of the node (expressed in packet/s),
is given by TP = Πs

∆ , where∆ is the average duration of
a channel state (in seconds). Thus the final formula for the
throughput of a node is,

TP =
τ(1 − p)

τ(1−p)T̄s + τp T̄c + (1−τ)(1−b)σ + (1−τ)b T̄b
(1)

The probabilityτ is a deterministic function ofp, which
depends only on backoff parameters such as the window size,
the number of backoff stages, etc. For 802.11, the expression
of τ as a function ofp is given in [3]. Recently, it has
been shown in [4], [19] that similar expressions ofτ as a
function of p can be derived for a large class of backoff
mechanisms, employing arbitrary window distributions and
backoff multipliers. The complete expression ofτ for 802.11
that takes into account the maximum retransmission limit

jointly with the maximum window size, is given by

τ =
2q(1 − pm+1)

q(1 − pm+1) + W0

[

1 − p − p(2p)m′
(

1 + pm−m′q
)]

(2)
whereq = 1− 2p, W0 is the minimum window size,m is the
maximum retry limit, andm′ is the backoff stage at which the
window size reaches its maximum value,m′ ≤ m.

The average durations̄Ts and T̄c of a successful transmis-
sion or of a collision in which the node is involved are also
known a priori (see [3]). It turns out that the only unknown
variables in Equation (1) are: i) the occurrence probability b of
a busy period, and its average durationT̄b; ii) p, the conditional
packet loss probability. These variables are specific to each
node and result from the interaction of the node with the rest
of network.

Some remarks on the throughput formula (1): as expected,
throughput is a decreasing function of the collision probability
p (notice thatτ is also a decreasing function ofp). Moreover,
it is a decreasing function of bothb and T̄b (notice thatT̄b

is much larger thanσ). Intuitively, the larger the fraction of
time the node senses the channel busy (which is proportional
to bothb and T̄b), the fewer its transmission opportunities. A
transmitter is expected tostarve when eitherp or the prod-
uct bT̄b is disproportionally large as compared to neighbors.
Notice that these two reasons are not mutually exclusive, and
they can combine to yield even lower throughput.

Now, one would expect that, as a result of fair contention
among nodes, nodes relatively close to each other (e.g., in
the same transmission region or clique) would have similar
values of packet loss probability and a similar number of
transmission opportunities. Instead, CSMA-based protocols
like IEEE 802.11 DCF can introduce large discrepancies
between the observed values of these quantities in neighboring
nodes. This fact can be demonstrated even in very simple
topologies. For example, Fig. 2 depicts a topology with two
flows, where the receiver of Flow 1 (nodea) is in range of the
transmitter of Flow 2 (nodeB), whereas the senders are not in
range of each other. This is a well-known problematic scenario
for a random access protocol [2], [15]. The two flows form a
clique, but Flow 1 achieves significantly less throughput than
flow 2 (by a factor of 10 or higher) under saturated conditions,
regardless of whether the RTS/CTS handshake is used or not
(the RRTS message [2] does not solve the problem either).
While sender B of flow 2 can sense flow 1, the sender A of
flow 1 cannot sense flow 2. Its only chance to gain access to the
medium is to randomly fit its access attempts within the short
backoff intervals of flow 2. As a result, flow 1 experiences a
very large packet loss probability (in some casesp(A) is close
to 100%) whereas flow 2 suffers no loss. As a consequence,
the throughput of flow 1 approaches zero, even if the fraction
of time sensed busy by senderA is null (i.e., b(A) = 0).
We refer to this problem asInformation Asymmetry (IA) ,
because the root cause of the observed behavior resides in an
asymmetric view of the channel state as perceived by senders.
In [22] we have analyzed this case in detail using the modeling
framework described in this Section.

Another emblematic case is illustrated in Fig. 3. Here there
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Fig. 2. Information Asymmetry (IA) example

are three links, two of which (flow 1 and 3) are out of range
from each other. If all flows are backlogged, the middle flow
(flow 2) receives very low throughput, while the outer flows (1
and3) receive a throughput close to the maximum. This time
the cause of the observed behavior is not the loss probability
(indeed, the value ofp is negligible for all three flows) but
the lack of transmission opportunities for the middle flow. The
temporal diagram reported in Fig. 4 illustrates how the activity
of the outer links is sensed by node B. Senders A and C are
not coordinated so that their transmissions overlap randomly at
node B, which senses the channel busy for prolonged periods.
Flow 2 has a chance to capture the medium only whenboth
outer flows are in the back-off phase (in Fig. 4, the channel
is sensed idle by sender B only during the small interval
comprised by the vertical lines). This problem has been already
identified by researchers (see for example [8], [28]), and we
refer to it asFlow-in-the-Middle (FIM) , as it occurs whenever
a sender senses the activity of two other flows that do not sense
each other.

a

A

1

B C

b c

2 3

Fig. 3. Flow-In-the-Middle (FIM) example
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Fig. 4. The channel activity of links 1 and 3 as sensed by sender node B

Both IA and FIM scenarios are known to be especially
problematic when flows are backlogged. In a general topology
with many active links, nodes can be part of multiple cliques
and they interact with many other nodes in their vicinity. Thus,
a flow can potentially suffer from many IA and FIM problems,
but with respect to flows that do not send at their maximum
possible rate. Therefore, one could question what is the real
impact of these problems in the case of a large, dense network.
Our main contribution is indeed a model that incorporates both
problems in a general setting, allowing us to assess their real
influence in an arbitrary network.

Sections III-B and III-C are devoted to to the computation of
b, Tb, p variables of a single node as a function of the channel
activity of all other nodes in the network. More specifically,
we focus on the computation ofb(i), Tb(i) and p(i) for a

tagged nodei, assuming that the variablesb(j), Tb(j) and
p(j) of every other nodej in the network are given. This
fundamental computation corresponds to a single iterationof
a system-wide procedure (Section III-E) that determines the
throughputs of all flows in the network.

B. Computation of the air-time of a node

In order to compute variablesb(i) andTb(i) of nodei, we
first need to compute the fraction of time during which it can
potentially start to transmit, provided that its backoff counter
has reached zero. We refer to this quantity as theair-time of
a node, and denote it byA(i). When all nodes are in sensing
range of each other, the air-time is common to all of them.
Instead, in the general multi-hop setting the air-time can take
very different values even in neighboring nodes, as we have
seen in the FIM scenario of Fig. 3. Notice that the throughput
of a node is directly related to its air time–the larger itsA(i),
the more its transmission opportunities.

To computeA(i) we leverage a technique originally de-
veloped in [5] to study the performance of carrier sensing in
arbitrary topologies. In [5], the channel activity of each node
i is characterized by an on-off process, where the on period
is exponentially distributed with mean1/µ(i). In addition,
as soon as a node is allowed to become active, it begins
transmission after an exponentially distributed amount oftime
of mean1/g(i). Then the authors identify all sets of nodes that
can be simultaneously active due to spatial reuse and show
that the steady-state probability of each such independentset
D can be expressed in product form as:

Q(D) =

(

∏

u∈D

g(u)

µ(u)

)

Q(φ) (3)

whereQ(φ) is the probability that no node is active1.
To compute the air-time of nodei, we need to consider all

states in which no node in conflict withi is active. LetC(i) be
the set of nodes includingi and all nodes whose transmission
is in conflict with the transmission ofi. The complement of
C(i) with respect to the setN of all nodes is denoted bȳC(i).
The air-time of nodei can then be computed as

A(i) =
∑

D⊂C̄(i)

Q(D) (4)

Using the shorthand notation

SP [B] =
∑

D⊂B

(

∏

i∈D

g(i)

µ(i)

)

; SP (φ)
4
= 1

whereSP stands for sum of products andB is a generic set
of nodes, (4) can be rewritten as

A(i) =
SP [C̄(i)]

SP [N ]
(5)

The challenge lies in the computation of the scheduling
ratesg(i) and in the enumeration of independent sets of nodes
needed to compute the sums of productsSP ’s defined above.

1In [5] it is shown that (3) also holds for general (Cox) distribution of the
on period, i.e., frame size
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In particular, ratesg(i) need to be computed iteratively, by
imposing thatA(i) g(i), the rate with which on events are
generated by nodei, be equal to a desired quantityλ(i)
resulting from the channel activity of the node. In [5], the
λ quantities of all nodes correspond to a given set of rates
for which feasibility needs to be tested; in our case both theλ
andµ quantities are derived from the throughputsTP (Eq. (1))
and variablesp, b, Tb of all nodes, which have been computed
during the previous iterations of the global procedure. As
in [5], we use a fixed-point procedure according to which
the values ofg(i) are updated according to the formula
g(i) = λ(i)/A(i), producing new estimates ofA(i) (which
depend on theg(i) variables) and continue until convergence
is reached.

The computation of theSP quantities in principle requires
to enumerate all independent sets in the network, whose num-
ber grows exponentially with the number of nodes. However,
the numerical evaluation of theSP ’s can be speeded up
considerably using recursive expansions. In particular, we have
implemented the algorithm in [17], which is based on the
identity

SP [B] = SP [B − j] +
g(j)

µ(j)
SP [B − C(j)]

wherej is an arbitrary node belonging toB. The complexity
of this algorithm turns out to grow polynomially with the
number of nodes by exploiting the geometry of conflict graphs
arising in CSMA networks. This allows to analyze networks
comprising up to a few tens of nodes at low computational
cost [17].

To computeA(i) for very large, highly dense networks, it is
possible to use the approach we introduced in [12]. In [12] we
developed an approximate algorithm to compute the air-timeof
a nodeA(i), which is still based on the product form solution
(3) but its computational complexity is insensitive to the total
number of nodes in the network. This algorithm is based on
two main approximations: i) for a given tagged nodei, we
consider only the nodes in its vicinity, i.e., those nodes that
are in conflict withi; ii) we identify maximal cliques of such
nodes, together with their mutual intersections, and introduce
virtual nodes to represent the aggregate activity pattern of
each clique. We refer the interested reader to [12] for more
details. Using the approach in [12], the complexity required
to analyze each tagged node is bounded and typically low,
although it incurs some loss in accuracy. Instead, the approach
and analysis we present here is free of approximations because
we consider all nodes in the network and we do not aggregate
their activity in virtual nodes.

Once we have computed the air-timeA(i) of tagged node
i, we can use it within the individual node model introduced
in Section III-A to compute theb(i), Tb(i) variables of node
i. In particular, in the individual node model the air-time of
a node corresponds to the fraction of time during which it is
decrementing its backoff counter:2

A(i) =
(1−τ)(1−b)σ

τ(1−p)T̄s + τp T̄c + (1−τ)(1−b)σ +(1−τ)b T̄b

(6)

2in the r.h.s. of (6) we have dropped the dependency ofτ , b, Tb on the
node indexi

The probability b(i) can be computed using the fol-
lowing mapping between model variables. The product
[1−τ(i)][1−b(i)] corresponds, in the discrete time model
introduced in III-A, to the probability that a node does not
start to transmit after a slot of durationσ. In the continuous
time model we used to derive the air-time of a node, this also
corresponds to the probability that no scheduling event from
the state in which nodei can transmit starts during a time
interval σ. This probability is equal toe−G(i)σ, whereG(i)
is the aggregate scheduling rate from the state in which node
i can transmit. Equating the two probabilities, we reach the
following expression forb(i):

b(i) = 1 −
e−G(i)σ

1 − τ(i)
(7)

The aggregate scheduling rateG(i) is computed as follows.
Suppose that, at a given time, the tagged nodei is allowed
to transmit, i.e., none of the nodes in conflict withi are
active. Its own scheduling rate is equal tog(i), by definition.
The probability that one of its neighbors, sayj, is allowed
to transmit, conditioned on the fact thati can transmit, is
denoted byA(j|i). Quantities like A(j|i), that will also
play a fundamental role in the computation of packet loss
probabilities (Section III-C), can be expressed as

A(j|i) =
A(j, i)

A(i)
=

SP [C(i) ∪ C(j)]

SP [C̄(i)]
(8)

Equation (8) states that the conditional probabilityA(j|i) is
equal to the joint probabilityA(j, i) that both i and j can
transmit (i.e., all nodes in conflict with eitheri or j are not
active), divided by the probabilityA(i) that i can transmit. It
results thatG(i) is given by g(i) +

∑

j∈C(i) A(j|i) g(j).
UsingG(i) in (7), we can computeb(i). Onceb(i) is known,

the other unknown variable,Tb(i), can be derived from (6).
Example. To provide an example of the analysis presented

in this section we consider the FIM scenario of Fig. 3. In
this case, there are four independent sets of sender nodes:
{φ}, {A}, {B}, {A, C}. Fig. 5 depicts the Markov chain
representing the activation/de-activation of the four sets. To
simplify the notation, we introduceρi = g(i)/µ(i), where
i ∈ N = {A, B, C}. Let us focus on the air-time of sender
node A. We havēC(A) = {C}. Using (5) we obtain

A(A) =
1 + ρC

1 + ρA + ρB + ρC + ρAρC

The set C(A) ∪ C(B) is empty, thus from (8) we get
A(B|A) = 1

1+ρC
, which is the probability that B can start to

transmit, conditioned to the fact that A can transmit. Finally
(7) provides

b(A) = 1 −
e
−σ(gA+

gB
1+ρC

)

1 − τ(A)

while T̄b(A) can be obtained from (6) as a function of all
known variables.

Finally, we would like to emphasize that although we exploit
the same Markovian modeling technique as [5] to compute
A(i), our overall model and analysis are conceptually differ-
ent. In [5] the authors analyze the stability of a pure CSMA
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Fig. 5. Markov chain describing the FIM scenario of Fig. 3

network for a given set of ratesλi: if the iterative computation
of the g(i) rates converges, they conclude that the set of rates
λi can be supported by the network (i.e., it’s feasible). They do
not consider any specific random access protocol (just deferral
due to carrier sense) and assume that all transmissions are
successful. Our analysis differs substantially from the analysis
in [5]. Our goal is not to check if a given set of rates is feasible,
but to compute the actual throughput of each node under
the 802.11 distributed coordination function. The Markovian
analysis proposed in [5] is used here just to compute the air
time of each node. This is only part of an overall procedure that
characterizes the detailed behavior of each node and takes into
account the backoff window mechanism and the packet loss
probabilities resulting from various coordination problems, as
presented in the next section.

C. Computation of the conditional packet loss probability

In this section we compute the conditional packet loss
probability p of a tagged nodei. This turns out to be one of
the most complicated variables to be computed in an arbitrary
topology. Previous work yields only coarse approximationsof
this probability and, more importantly, neglects fundamental
MAC layer effects that can cause one node to have surprisingly
large values ofp, e.g., the IA scenario of Fig. 2.

We identify four different categories of packet losses due
to the MAC protocol: (i) Losses due to collisions between
coordinated nodes, which occur with probabilitypco. (ii)
Losses due toInformation Asymmetry , which occur with
probability pia. (iii) Losses due tonear hidden terminals,
which occur with probabilitypnh. (iv) Losses due tofar
hidden terminals, which occur with probabilitypfh. Our
classification is exhaustive, i.e., it accounts for all possible
losses that can occur between any two links inconflict. We
independently analyze each category in the next subsections,
precisely defining the geometry conditions under which they
occur.

The way in which the different loss probabilities are
combined to obtain the overall packet loss probability of a
node is through their complementary successful probability:
a transmission is successful if it does not suffer from any of
the four type of losses mentioned above (which can occur
simultaneously):

p(i) = 1− [1−pco(i)] [1−pia(i)] [1−pnh(i)] [1−pfh(i)] (9)

1) Losses between coordinated nodes:Collisions be-
tween coordinated nodes are the traditional type of losses due
to the MAC protocol considered in the design and analysis
of 802.11 networks. Indeed, when all sources are in range of
each other, the DCF function is able to synchronize all nodes
in such a way that all transmission attempts happen at well
defined slot boundaries recognized by all nodes. As a result,in
this network scenario the conditional packet loss probability
is simply given by1 − (1 − τ)n−1, where n is the total
number of nodes [3]. Similar formulas have been proposed
to predict the packet loss probability in general networks,
considering all sources around the transmitter or the receiver
of a given link [7]. Unfortunately, in a multi-hop topology the
DCF function fails to synchronize all nodes, and the analysis
is complicated. Indeed, in an arbitrary network, collisions still
occur between transmitting nodes locally coordinated by the
protocol function, but such losses usually account only fora
small part of the overall packet loss probability, as we will
show.

In our model, we define “losses between coordinated nodes”
as collisions that occur at a node simultaneously receivingtwo
packets from nodes that are in range of each other. Indeed,
transmitters must be at least within sensing range of each
other in order for this kind of loss to occur. We now provide
an expression for the collision probabilitypco(i, i

′) suffered
by a given linkl(i, j) because of simultaneous transmissions
of nodei′, assumingd(i, i′) < RS (hered(m, n) denotes the
euclidean distance between nodesm andn). Once computed,
the probabilitiespco(i, i

′) can be combined to obtain the
overall collision probabilitypco(i) of link l(i, j):

pco(i) = 1 −
∏

i′

[1 − pco(i, i
′)] (10)

To computepco(i, i
′) we need the probabilityA(i′|i) that

nodei′ can transmit a packet, given that nodei can transmit as
well, which is given by (8). The probabilitypco(i, i

′) is then
given bypco(i, i

′) = A(i′|i) τ(i′).
In a single-hop network in which all senders are in range

of each other,pco(i, i
′) = τ(i′) since A(i′|i) = 1, ∀(i, i′)

as a result of the global synchronization. However this is not
the case in an arbitrary topology. Consider for example the
computation ofpc(A, B), the collision probability of flow A,
in the FIM scenario of Fig. 3. Most of the times when sender
A attempts to transmit, sender B cannot transmit because it
senses the activity of flow C. As a result,pc(A, B) is smaller
thanτ(B), sinceA(B|A) = 1

1+ρC
< 1.

2) Losses due to Information Asymmetry: The Informa-
tion Asymmetry problem can cause one flow to experience
a very large packet loss probability, in some cases equal to
1. Thus, it is of crucial importance to accurately model these
losses, as they are a major cause of starvation.

Link l(i, j) suffers from the Information Asymmetry prob-
lem from link l′(i′, j′) if the following geometric relationships
among the nodes are satisfied:

1) d(i, i′) > RS : transmitters are not in range.
2) d(j, i′) < RS : the receiver of linkl is in range of the

transmitter of linkl′.
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3) d(i, j′) > RS : the receiver of linkl′ is not in range of
the transmitter of linkl.

As already explained in Section III-A, the only chance
senderi has to successfully transmit is when the initial packet
of the two-way or four-way handshake (a DATA frame or an
RTS frame) happens to arrive atj during a “gap” in the activity
of link l′. This is indeed the fundamental observation that
allows us to compute the loss probability ofi.

Now we provide an expression for the loss probability
pia(i, i′) suffered by a linkl(i, j) because of the activity of link
l′(i′, j′), given that the geometric conditions of the IA scenario
are satisfied. Such probabilities can then be combined to obtain
the overall loss probabilitypia(i) suffered byi because of IA
problems.

We model the activity of linkl′ as perceived by nodej
while nodei attempts to transmit as an on-off process: the
on period is the interval during which nodej would not be
able to receive the first packet sent byi and reply with a
control message, provided that the first bit arrives during the
on interval. Theon interval has a constant durationTON (i′)
that depends only on the geometric relationship between the
two links. Theoff period is the gap in the activity of linkl′

that senderi has to discover randomly.
The average duration̄TOFF (i′) can be computed as the

inverse of the scheduling rate of nodei′, conditioned to the
fact that nodei can transmit:

T̄OFF (i′) =
1

g(i′)A(i′|i)
(11)

Considering that the duration of theoff period is exponentially
distributed, and assuming that transmission attempts of sender
i arrive at random points in time, we obtain the following
expression ofpia(i, i′)

pia(i, i′) = 1 −
T̄OFF (i′)

TON(i′) + T̄OFF (i′)
e
− d

T̄OF F (i′) (12)

whered is the duration of the first packet sent byi (RTS or
DATA). Equation (12) states that a transmission attempt ofi
is successful if and only if the first packet arrives during an
off period and it is fully received byj before the beginning
of the nexton period of i′.

3) Losses due to near hidden terminals:Near hidden
terminal losses occur between two linksl(i, j) and l′(i′, j′)
arranged in such a way that the following geometric relation-
ships among the nodes are satisfied:

1) d(i, i′) > RS : transmitters are not in range.
2) d(j, i′) < RS : the receiver of linkl is in range of the

transmitter of linkl′.
3) d(i, j′) < RS : the receiver of linkl′ is in range of the

transmitter of linkl.

The difference with respect to the IA scenario lies in the
fact that now both receivers are in range of the transmitter
of the other flow, producing a symmetric scenario illustrated
in the left part of Fig. 6. Collisions occur because, during the
time a sender is transmitting its first packet, the other sender
starts its own transmission, and both packets are destroyedat
the receivers.

B

A

b

a

Bb

A a

Fig. 6. Examples of near hidden terminals (left) and far hidden terminals
(right)

Now we provide an expression for the loss probability
pnh(i, i′) suffered by a linkl(i, j) because of the activity of
link l′(i′, j′), assuming that the geometric conditions listed
above are satisfied. Such probabilities can then be combinedto
obtain the overall loss probabilitypnh(i) suffered byi because
of near hidden terminals.

The collision probabilitypnh(i, i′) is computed as follows,

pnh(i, i′) = A(i′|i) [1 − (1 − τ(i′))m] (13)

whereA(i′|i) is again given by (8), whereasm is the number
of transmission opportunities ofi′ during the duration of the
first packet sent byi. We havem = bd/σc, with d denoting
the duration of the first packet sent byi. Since m can be
large (equal to13 for an RTS packet, and even larger for
a DATA packet, depending on the payload size), it is clear
that such losses can be significant, although they affect both
flows, which consequently decreases their attempt probability
τ , thereby reducing the chances of repeated collisions.

4) Losses due to far hidden terminals:Far hidden termi-
nal losses occur between two linksl(i, j) andl′(i′, j′) arranged
in such a way that the following geometric relationships among
the nodes are satisfied:

1) d(i, i′) > RS : transmitters are not in range.
2) d(j, i′) > RS , d(i, j′) > RS : receivers are not in range

of the transmitter of the other flow.
3) d(j, j′) < RS : the two receivers are in range of each

other.

An example of this scenario is depicted in the right part
of Fig. 6. In this case, the two links are connected only
through their respective receivers, yet it is not possible to
have two overlapping transmissions that complete successfully,
because the control packets sent by one receiver interfere with
the reception of packets at the other receiver. Although the
configuration is symmetric, a loss event for one link does not
correspond to a loss event for the other link. The reason is
that whichever sender starts first can complete the transmission
successfully even if the other sender attempts a transmission
in the meantime.

We can express the loss probabilitypfh(i, i′) of node i
due to a far hidden terminali′ as the probability thati starts
transmitting during an active period ofi′. Viewing the activity
of node i′ as an on-off process, we compute the durations
TON (i′) and T̄OFF (i′) in the same way as in Section III-C2,
and we have that

pfh(i, i′) =
TON (i′)

TON (i′) + T̄OFF (i′)
(14)
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D. Extension to non-saturated conditions

The model of a single node (Section III-A) can be extended
to the case of non-saturated conditions in which the transmis-
sion queue of a source can become empty. To this purpose, we
assume that each sender node receives a given input rateΛ of
packets to send on the channel, and that the actual throughput
TP achieved by the node is equal to the input rateΛ up
to a saturation valueTsatur (to be computed), after which
it remains constant and equal toTsatur.

The main assumption of our approach is that the transition
from the unsaturated to the saturated regime is sharp and can
be approximated by a piece-wise linear curve. In reality, the
transition is not sharp, as the throughput may overshoot the
saturation value at the transition point. For example, Fig.7
depicts the aggregate throughput achieved in a single cell by
10 identical nodes, as a function of the aggregate arrival rate
to all nodes, according to simulation and our approximation.
Parameters have been set according to Table IV, and nodes
employ the 802.11 basic access scheme (no RTS/CTS). We
observe that the simulation curve exhibits an small overshoot
in correspondence to the transition point (less than 3%).
Similar observations have also been reported in [11], which
analytically models this overshoot for the single-cell case.
Modeling the exact behavior of 802.11 at the transition point is
much more challenging for the multi-hop case. Given the small
extent of the overshoot that has been observed in practice, we
believe that our piece-wise approximation is acceptable.
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Fig. 7. Transition between unsaturated and saturated regime according to
simulation and our approximation

In our model, we add a new probabilitye to the description
of the behavior of a single node as introduced in Section
III-A, which is the conditional probability that the transmission
queue of the node is empty, given that the node can potentially
start a new transmission (i.e., when its backoff counter is
zero and the channel has been sensed idle for a time slot).
The occurrence probability of each of the four channel states
described in Section III-A are modified as follows,Πs =
τ (1−p)(1−e) , Πc = τ p(1−e) , Πσ = [(1−τ)+τe] (1−b) ,
Πb = [(1−τ)+τe] b, and the throughput formula (1) has to be
changed accordingly. As a result, the only additional variable
that we need to compute is the probabilitye. This can be
achieved considering thatTP = min(Λ, Tsatur) as described
above, and assuming that all other variables are known: if
TP |e=0 < Λ, thene = 0 (the source is saturated); otherwisee
is equal to the valuee∗ such thatTP |e∗ = Λ, which is easily
obtained by inverting the throughput formula.

E. Network solution

Determining the throughputs of all flows network-wide
requires solving a coupled nonlinear multivariate system of
equations. We adopt a global iterative procedure: during each
iteration we utilize the analysis of Sections III-B and III-C to
update the variables{b(i), Tb(i), p(i), e(i)} of every node as
a function of the corresponding variables of its neighbors,as
computed in the previous iteration. Extensive experimentshave
verified convergence to a single global solution for different
topologies and initial conditions. Similar iterative techniques
have been used in [3], [24] to analyze single-hop 802.11
networks.

It is interesting to note that, due to the link interdependen-
cies imposed by the broadcast wireless medium, changes in the
input rates of nodes in one part of a multi-hop wireless network
can drastically affect the throughputs of nodes several hops
away; indeed, we have observed that such changes may even
propagate in the entire network (we do not show examples here
due to space constraints). Our model can track the effect of
such perturbations as it can predict the throughput distribution
for any set of input rates.

IV. SIMULATIONS AND MODEL VALIDATION

To validate our model, we consider the topology of Fig.
8, where 50 nodes are randomly placed in a 1000 m x 1000
m area. Both transmission and sensing ranges are set equal to
200 m. In the following we refer to this scenario as “200/200”
topology.
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Fig. 8. 50-node topology 200/200

Each node attempts to transmit to a single, arbitrarily se-
lected neighbor within its transmission range. In Fig. 8 thelink
flows are denoted by solid arrows while dotted lines connect
nodes that are in range of each other. We consider saturated
sources: each node sends at the maximum transmission rate
using IEEE 802.11 DCF with RTS/CTS enabled.

We performns simulations using the 802.11b parameters
listed in Table 1. All simulations use a 20s warm-up period
and all quantities of interest are measured over the next 600s.

Fig. 9 compares analytical and simulation results for the
individual throughput (number of received packets dividedby
total time) of the 50 flows in the 200/200 topology. We observe
an excellent agreement between model and simulation results:
the average relative error in the prediction of individual flow
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SIFS 10 µs

DIFS 50 µs

EIFS 364 µs

σ 20 µs

BasicRate 2 Mbps
DataRate 11 Mbps
PLCP length 192 bits @1 Mbps
MAC header (RTS,CTS,ACK,DATA) (20,14,14,28) bytes @ BasicRate
Packet size 1000 bytes
(CWmin, CWmax) (31,1023)
Retry Limit (Short,Long) (7,4)

TABLE I
PARAMETERS SETTING FOR THEMAC AND PHYSICAL LAYERS.

throughputs with respect to the maximum throughput on a link
is 4.8%.
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Fig. 9. Throughput of each individual flow in the 50-node topology 200/200

For a deeper validation of our analysis, we have measured in
simulation detailed information about each flow. In particular,
we have measured the fraction of busy time of each transmitter
and the conditional packet loss probability, the two fundamen-
tal variables that affect the throughput of a flow (see Section
III-A). The fraction of busy time of a node corresponds in the
model to the quantity(1−τ)b T̄b

∆ . It is measured in simulation
considering the amount of time the backoff counter decrement
of the node has been suspended because of either physical or
virtual carrier sense, divided by the duration of simulation. Fig.
10 reports the fraction of busy time of each node showing a
good match between analytical and simulation results.
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Fig. 10. The fraction of busy time of each node in the 200/200 topology,
according to model and simulation.

Fig. 11 compares instead the conditional packet loss prob-
ability p of each node of the 200/200 topology. Again, we
observe an excellent agreement between analytical and simu-
lation results.

The stacked histograms in Fig. 12 show the contributions
to the overall packet loss probability of the four categories
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Fig. 11. The conditional packet loss probability of each node in the 200/200
topology, according to model and simulation
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of losses (CO,IA,NH,FH) considered in the model (viz., co-
ordinated, information asymmetry, near-hidden and far-hidden
terminals, respectively). We observe that losses between coor-
dinated stations (CO), which are the only ones considered by
most analytical works appearing in the literature, contribute
only to a small fraction of the overall packet loss probability,
confirming that it is of crucial importance to consider the
different type of losses described in Section III-C.

In contrast, the authors of [7] suggest to compute the packet
loss probabilityp(i) of a nodei using the simple formula

p(i) = 1 −
∏

k∈Vi

S

Vr

[1 − τ(k)] (15)

whereVi and Vr are the set of nodes within range ofi and
within range of its receiverr, respectively. Moreover, they
linearize the expression ofτ as a function ofp (equation 2) so
as to solve efficiently the interaction among nodes. In Fig. 13
we compare the packet loss probabilities of the individual
nodes as obtained inns, and as predicted by the technique
proposed in [7] (named CARV04 model).
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Fig. 13. Packet loss probabilities of nodes in the 200/200 topology according
to simulation and based on formula (15)

We observe that the estimates produced by the CARV04
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model deviate significantly from simulation, especially for
nodes experiencing a very large loss probability. This is due
to the fact that (15) implicitly assumes that all transmissions
are slot-synchronized, whereas this is not the case in a CSMA
multi-hop wireless network.

Next we consider the same topology of Fig. 8, in which we
increase the sensing range of nodes to 400 m, while keeping
the transmission range equal to 200 m. This configuration,
referred to as 200/400 topology, produces a much higher
connectivity, as shown in Fig. 14.
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Fig. 14. 50-node topology 200/400

Fig. 15 compares analytical and simulation results for the
individual throughput of the 50 flows in the new configuration.
We observe that a few flows capture most of the available
bandwidth, while the vast majority of flows get negligible
throughput. The model identifies correctly the set of dom-
inating flows as well the extent of starvation. The average
relative error in the prediction of individual flow throughputs
with respect to the maximum throughput on a link is 2.7%.
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Fig. 15. Throughput of each individual flow in the 50-node topology 200/400

In this topology it is particularly interesting to understand
the origin of the severe starvation resulting from the interaction
among flows. The few dominating flows are located at the
border of the topology, and they are mostly isolated from each
other. Poor flows in the center of the network are completely
starved because of a superposition of FIM effects due to the
rich flows. Thus, in this topology starvation is simply due to
the use of carrier sense. We have verified this fact running
the model under the (unrealistic) assumption thatp = 0 for
all stations: the set of dominating flows, as well the extent
of starvation, are almost unchanged. Moreover, similar results

were obtained when RTS/CTS is turned off (not shown here
due to lack of space).

We have also investigated how much the observed starvation
is related to our simplifying assumption at the physical layer.
Fig. 16 depicts the throughput of the flows in the 200/400
topology, sorted from highest to lowest, under different models
of the physical layer. The curve labelled “ideal channel”
corresponds to the error-free channel with zero capture con-
sidered in this paper. The other two curves incorporate power
capture effects (with a capture ratio of 10) and independent
channel fading on each link according to the Ricean model.
In particular, we employ [20] to simulate short time-scale
fading (different from link to link) and consider two different
values of the Ricean factorK related to the line of sight
component, and a path loss exponent of 4. Channel errors and
power capture effects indeed mitigate the imbalance among
the largest link rates (they also reduce the aggregate network
throughput), but do not significantly affect the starvationof
the flows in the tail of the distribution.
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Fig. 16. Link throughput under different models of the physical layer, in the
200/400 topology

V. M EASURING STARVATION

Our model accounts for starvation and the high imbalance
in throughput distribution induced by CSMA-based random
access protocols. Quantifying this imbalance through a set
of metrics is crucial in the development of solutions that
effectively address the starvation problem.

We first introduce a reference system where starvation
effects due to CSMA MAC are eliminated. We then provide
metrics and graphical tools that can accurately capture the
effects of starvation and distinguish between imbalance due
to topology structure and starvation due to the coordination
problems of CSMA MAC protocol.

A. Reference System

We consider a random access system in which the root
causes of starvation are structurally eliminated by the access
mechanism. In particular, we consider a system in which
all nodes are synchronized to slots of fixed length equal to
the packet size. Each node uses a general random backoff
mechanism, and can perform only a single action per slot,
transmit or listen, determined at the beginning of each slot.
An example of such a system is Slotted Aloha, in which nodes
attempt to transmit in each slot with fixed probability. Since in
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a slotted system all transmissions occur within a slot, and have
to start at well defined slot boundaries common to all stations,
the starvation effects due to both FIM and IA problems are
inherently eliminated.

Without carrier sense, the slotted system must rely only
on appropriate setting of per-slot flow transmission probabili-
ties. Fortunately, solutions exist for setting such probabilities
to satisfy a desired optimality objective. In particular, it is
possible to compute transmission probabilities that yieldmax-
min fair rates [27] or proportional fair rates [16], with the
latter computable using only information within the immediate
neighborhood of each flow. In our experiments, we employ the
latter approach and set the Slotted Aloha transmission prob-
abilities to achieve proportional fairness in order to balance
fairness and throughput objectives.

B. Capturing imbalances in throughput distribution

Fig. 17 depicts the time fractions3 flows transmit success-
fully under 802.11 and the slotted system, for the 200/400 50-
node topology. The 50 flows have been sorted in decreasing
order of the fraction obtained in 802.11. The two systems
yield not only significantly different flow time shares, but flows
are also ranked differently within each system. Moreover, the
aggregatetime fraction achieved by all links in 802.11 is
significantly greater than the slotted system. For example,the
aggregate time fraction achieved by 802.11 is 2.875 vs. 0.748
for the slotted system (a 73.9% decrease). However, according
to Fig. 17, the slotted system always gives better treatmentto
the starving 802.11 flows by decreasing the bandwidth of the
dominating flows. That is, no flows receive zero throughput
and starve in the slotted system.
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A performance measure that incorporates both fairness and
total system throughput is aggregate network utility. For such
a measure, we consider the sum of the logarithms of the
fractions of time occupied by the flows. In the 200/400
topology, the aggregate utility of 802.11 is−∞ because
some flows achieve exactly zero throughput. In the 200/200
configuration, the aggregate utility for the slotted systemis
-162.65, whereas for 802.11 it is -168.57. These values are
quite close, yet correspond to two systems that behave in
a very different manner. Consequently, this metric provides

3The time fraction of a flow equals its throughput in packets/sec multiplied
by the duration of a successful transmission of a packet, which is assumed to
be the same in 802.11 and the slotted system.

limited insights and we turn to alternate performance measures
that can capture the imbalances in the throughput distribution.
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Fig. 18. Lorenz curves of 802.11 vs. slotted system in 200/400 (left) and
200/200 (right)

The Gini index is used in economics to quantify inequality
of resource shares. It is derived from the Lorenz curve, which
plots the cumulative share of aggregate throughput achieved by
flows ranked from largest to smallest. The Lorenz curves for
the two systems in both topology configurations are depicted
in Fig. 18. If all flow throughputs were equal, the Lorenz
curve would follow the diagonal. As the degree of inequality
increases, so does the curvature of the Lorenz curve and thus
the area between the curve and the diagonal becomes larger.
The Gini index is the ratio of the area between the Lorenz
curve and the diagonal over the whole area of the upper half
triangle. In the 200/400 configuration, the Gini index for the
802.11 system is0.76 whereas for the slotted system it is0.35;
this index therefore captures the severely unbalanced through-
put distribution in 802.11 as compared to the slotted system.
Interestingly, in the 200/200 configuration imbalance among
flows reduces in 802.11, whereas it increases in the slotted
system (see the right plot of Fig. 18). In this case the Gini
index for the 802.11 system is0.623 whereas for the slotted
system it is0.53. From the Lorenz curve and the Gini index, it
is tempting to conclude that in the 200/200 configuration the
disparity among flows is almost the same for the two systems,
thus in this case 802.11 does not incur significant problems.
However, this is an inaccurate conclusion, because it neglects
how individual flows are treated differently in the two systems.
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C. Isolating MAC starvation from topology-induced im-
balance

While the Gini index and the Lorenz curves capture
throughput imbalance, they represent the combined effect of
both imbalance due to the asymmetric network topology (i.e.,
different number of contenders in different portions of the
network) and starvation due to the MAC protocol (e.g., FIM
and IA effects). Thus, we need performance measures that
isolate the effects due to the MAC protocol.

The “flow preference graph” reports for each individual flow
the difference in throughput achieved in the two systems. Such
a view allows evaluation of the number of flows that are better
off in one system with respect to the other, as well as the
extent of the difference. For example, Fig. 19 illustrates the
flow preference graph of the 802.11 system over the slotted
system in the 200/200 topology, sorting the differences from
largest to smallest. The positive and negative regions indicate
flows receiving better or worse treatment with the magnitude
indicating the per-flow difference of the fractions of time spent
in successful transmissions. We observe that flow preferences
for 802.11 versus the slotted system are split nearly in half
(i.e., half of the flows are better off with 802.11 and half
with Slotted Aloha). However, the positive area on the left
is significantly greater than the negative area on the right,
indicating that a flow receives higher bandwidth under 802.11
on average, and many flows have a strong preference for
802.11.

Intuitively, an efficient solution to MAC-induced starvation
should yield a distribution where 1) all flow throughputs
are greater than the corresponding throughputs achieved in
the slotted system and 2) the throughput ratio of any two
flows is close to the corresponding throughput ratio in the
slotted system, where MAC-based starvation is not present.
We quantify these two desirable features using thepoverty
indexP and thedisproportionality indexD, respectively.

Given the flow preference graph, we define the poverty
index as the fraction of flows receiving less throughput in
802.11 than in the slotted system. Results reported in Table
2 indicate that the poverty index is close to 0.5 for both
configurations 200/400 and 200/200. That is, for 802.11, about
half of the flows are worse off than they would be in a
Slotted Aloha system, where MAC starvation effects have been
eliminated.

The disproportionality index is defined as follows: Letθ
denote the angle between theN -dimensional vectors~x and~y
of the throughput achieved by the flows in 802.11 and in the
slotted system, respectively (the same index in either vectors
refers to the same flow). Then, we define the disproportionality
index D as:

D = 1 − cosθ = 1 −

∑N

i=1 xiyi
√

∑N

i=1 x2
i

√

∑N

i=1 y2
i

(16)

This metric is not biased by the fact that the two systems
achieve different aggregate throughputs because it depends
only on theanglebetween the two vectors. Notice that since
the throughputs are non-negative,D takes values between
zero and one. A value of one indicates maximum disparity

with respect to the slotted system; a value of zero indicates
that any two flows have the same throughput ratio in both
systems. For example, according to Table 2, in the 200/400
configurationD = 0.39, whereas in the 200/200 configuration
D = 0.26. Hence, starvation is more pronounced in the
200/400 configuration, but it is still present significantlyin the
200/200 configuration, although in this case the Gini indices
corresponding to the two systems are similar.

200/400 200/200
Metric 802.11 Slotted 802.11 Slotted

Min 0 0.005 0.0018 0.0130
Max 0.443 0.047 0.714 0.360
Avg 0.057 0.015 0.113 0.063
Sum 2.875 0.748 5.684 3.134
Gini 0.76 0.33 0.623 0.530

SumLog −∞ -219 -169 -163
P 0.50 0 0.52 0
D 0.39 0 0.26 0

TABLE II
802.11VS. SLOTTED SYSTEM: SUMMARY METRICS FOR200/400AND

200/200TOPOLOGY CONFIGURATIONS.

D. Discussion

We conclude that when a protocol mechanism is applied to a
multi-hop wireless network to address starvation, the through-
put distribution can radically change. In this case, a single
measure is not enough to compare the performance of the two
systems, and multiple measures, both absolute and relative,
are required. Metrics that do not account for the difference
in performance of the individual flows (such as the aggregate
network utility) do not provide sufficient differentiationof the
systems. Instead, it is preferable to use metrics that depend
on the specific throughputs achieved by the individual flows
in the network. In addition to scalar metrics, the graphical
devices we introduced (throughput curves, Lorenz curves and
preference graphs) provide additional insights.

VI. A PPLICATION: RATE-LIMITING SOLUTIONS

Any solution to the starvation problem should improve the
performance of the starving flows (e.g. decrease the poverty
index) with some form of throughput balancing without ex-
cessively decreasing the aggregate throughput. This high-level
goal can be pursued at various layers of the protocol stack.

In this section we present an application of our model
and metrics on rate-limiting solutions. In this approach, the
CSMA MAC protocol remains unmodified and the incoming
traffic of the dominating flows is throttled so that more ‘air-
time’ (i.e. transmission opportunities) is left for the starving
flows. Although rate-limiting solutions may not provide as fine
grained control as a MAC-based approach they are attractive
because they can be readily implemented at higher layers
without requiring modification to an existing CSMA MAC
protocol. For example, several mesh networks deployed today
use routers that use the 802.11 DCF access mechanism.

Determination of the desired flow rates can be pursued
analytically by formulating an optimization problem according
to a given fairness objective. If the system structure and access
mechanism result in a convex feasibility region as is the case
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for TDMA [14], [23] and Aloha [16], then the solution can be
determined via convex programming techniques. In contrast,
when accounting for the realistic behavior of CSMA-based
random access protocols as in Section 2, the feasibility region
is not known to be convex.

However, because our analytical model predicts per-flow
throughputs for any set of input rates, we can exploit the
model to check feasibility: a set of input rates applied to
the flows in the network is feasible if, for any flow, the
achieved throughput is equal to the input rate. If at least one
flow receives less throughput than the input rate, the set of
rates is not feasible. Consequently, our model can be used
in the context of a search-based optimization algorithm. Yet,
development of such an algorithm for general networks is out
of scope of the current paper, and we restrict our attention
to simple scenarios in which the maximum can be found by
exhaustive search. We also study a simple iterative rate limiting
policy for general networks and evaluate its performance with
respect to the metrics defined in Section V.

1) Numerical exploration of basic starvation scenarios:
Rate limiting in the basic FIM scenario of Fig. 3 is considered
in Fig. 20. The left part of Fig. 20 depicts the throughput of
the middle flow2 (which is kept backlogged) as a function of
the input rates of the outer flows1 and3. We observe a close
match between model and simulation. Moreover, we observe
the effectiveness of rate-limiting: by properly throttling the
outer flows, the middle flow can obtain a desired bandwidth
share. Note that this is a coarser flow coordination as compared
to a MAC protocol. In particular, the outer flows are merely
leaving free air-time: the core FIM problem still exists but
is masked by rate limiting. The right part of Fig. 20 plots
the model prediction of the aggregate utility as a function
of the input rates. The contour curves projected on the xy
plane reveal a unique global maximum of -2.59, achieved
when the input rates (and throughputs) of the outer flows
equal 300 packets/sec. At this point the middle flow throughput
is 135 packets/sec. Likewise, the IA scenario of Fig. 2 also
yields an accurate match between the model’s predictions and
simulation results (not shown due to space constraints).
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Fig. 20. Numerical exploration of the basic FIM scenario

2) Declining-ceiling rate limiting policy: To explore rate
limiting in a large scale environment, we evaluate a simple
iterative rate limiting policy to combat starvation: during each
iteration, a ceiling rate is used to limit the input rate of
the “dominating” flows while keeping the “starving” flows
backlogged. A flow is permanently marked “dominating” if at

any iteration it achieves throughput greater than the threshold.
Once all flows receive throughput less than or equal to
the threshold, the threshold is lowered by a small step. By
gradually lowering the threshold, more air time is given to
the starving flows at the potential expense of total network
utilization.

We consider the 200/200 configuration and study the per-
formance of this rate-limiting policy, both when guided by the
model and byns simulations. Fig. 21 depicts the evolution of
the aggregate throughput, the Gini index and the Poverty index
as the threshold starts from 400 packets/sec and decreases to
10 packets/sec.4

All graphs indicate an excellent match between model and
simulation. Fig. 21(a) depicts how the aggregate throughput
decreases as the threshold decreases indicating that the starv-
ing flows cannot fully exploit the air time taken away by
the dominating flows. Furthermore, the increasing slope of
the curve at lower thresholds indicates a greater amount of
uncompensated aggregate throughput. Fig. 21(b) depicts the
decrease of the Gini index as the threshold decreases, with the
index eventually reaching a value close to zero– at this point all
flows have equal but very low throughput. Fig. 21(c) depicts
the poverty index and best illustrates setting of the rates to
yield throughputs better than in the Slotted Aloha system: the
curve’s initial decrease reflects an increasing fraction offlows
relieved from starvation problems with a minimum achieved
at a threshold of 50 packets/sec. Below this point, the poverty
index increases sharply as flows experience low throughput
due to rate limiting instead of MAC starvation.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS

In this paper we developed an analytical model that can
accurately predict each flow’s throughput in a wireless network
of arbitrary topology employing CSMA-based MAC protocol.
Using the model, we explained the fundamental origins of star-
vation that manifests in such a system and proposed metrics
and graphical devices that can quantify MAC-based starvation
and distinguish it from natural throughput imbalances induced
by the difference in number of contenders per geographical
locality. Our work provides a deeper understanding of the
behavior of CSMA protocols in multi-hop networks and
yields new insights that can guide the analysis and design
of distributed fair MAC schemes.
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